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ABSTRACT 

We describe anient and future PeJariacd Light Senrcee at SLAC for Me with photoaith-
ode electron gun* to produce polarized electron bens*. Tie SLAC experiment* SLD and EMS 
«e considered, and are used to define the required parameter* for the Polarised Light Source*. 
1. Introduction 

Polarised electron source* atiEsins pbotocetaode* era currently In nee at many acceler*-
ton around the world. Two experinieaftatiuuttBgpcJariiedbeeiiia at SLAC are SLD, ran with 
the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) at the 2° resonance, and EM2, which ia a fixed target ex
periment running in End Station A. The Polarised Light Source (PLS) requirement! far thete 
experiment* are (ummariied in Table 1, where w»aa*ume that the photocathode to be used is 
(trained QaAt operating at • wavelength of 830 nm and with a quantum efficiency of 0.156. 

Table 1. PLS Requiienent*. 

SLD EH2 

Repetition Rate 130 Ha 130 Hi 
Pulse Energy 25/d 250 /J 
Pulse Length 2ni 2*a 

Heiicity Dependent 
Intenaity Aaymmeu;* <10" s <10-« 

2. The PLS for the 1992 SLD Experiment 
In 1SS2, there o n a 5 month SLD run and a 2 month E142 run at SLAC. The Polariied 

Electron Source used for the SLD run is shown in Fig. 1. The laser used ia a flasblamp-pumped 
dye laser operating at 120 Hz and 715 nm. A current pulse, 151 in 1-S as, is sent to each of 2 
fiasblampa and produces (typically) a 5 mJ laser pulse with a pulse width of 750 na. 
'Work luppoiied by Department of Energy contract DE-ACD3-76SF00515. 
'Presented by M. Wood*. 
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Figure 1. The Polarized Electron Source at SLAC. 

A later Pulse Chopper (LPCJ system consisting of » Poekeli Cell between crossed polar
izers is used to produce two 2ns puliet separated by B0n» from the initial 750na pulse. The first 
of these pnliei produces an election hunch for e+*~ eolKiioni, while the second later pulie pro
duce! en election bunch for positron production. Following the Laser pulae Chopper, a Bunch 
Intensity Control (BIC) system consisting d'* Pacaela Cell between aligned polarizers ii »aed 
to regulate the intensity of laser tight en the pnotocathode. 

The laser beam is linearly polarized through the BIC system. A linear polarizer followed 
by a Pockela CeQ operating at ita quarter-wan voltage comprise the Circular Polerizer Syitem 
(CPS) to preface circularly polarized light. A positive HV pulse oa the CPS Pockela Cell pro
duces positive hefiriry fight, while a negative HV pulse produces negative helieity light. The 
sign of the HV pulse ia set by a random number pattern generator, which updates at 120 Hz. 
This effectively eliminates any fake asymmetries dne to time-dependent behaviour of the accel
erator. The absolute helicity of the laser light was determined by a method using total internal 
refection in a prism to generate a known belidty laser beam. 

Following the CFS system, the laser fe»am enters a vacuum transport line 20 meters long 
to the photoeathode. This transport fine contains a 6 meter focal length imaging lens approxi
mately midway between the CPS Pockels Cell and the photoc&thode. It also contains 4 mirrors 
to redirect the laser beaut to the photocathode while preserving circular polarization. 

The PLS ran continuously at 120 Hz for the 5-month SLD run in 1992, with only a 4 
hour scheduled downtime every 10 days for dye and nashlamp changes. The efficiency for 
the PLS to deliver usable beams for SLD naming averaged about 95S6 for the run, including 
the scheduled downtime. Typically, 5irJ in a 2ns bunch was delivered to the photocatbode 
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Figure 2. The Polarised Light Source far EM2. 

with 9996 circular polarization. The helfcity-dependent intensity asymmetry was determined 
to be ten than 5 • 1G~* tram monitoring of Use electron beam. The GaAs photocmthode used 
had a typical quantum efficiency of 8% and produced fl-1010 electrons per 2ns bunch (SA peak 
current). The electron beam polarisation was 28%. 
3. The PLS for the 1982 EM2 Experiment 

Following the SLD run, the PLS was reconfigured for EI42 as shown in Fig. 2. For long 
pulse operation, the dye laser was mndfrW to produce longer output pulses at lower peak power. 
Two beams from the pulsed dye laser are produced - a L2 pa long pulse lor the experiment, 
and a 2 na short pulse for accelerator diagnostics and tuning. Normal operating conditions 
during E142 were concurrent running of the long pub* at 119 Hi and the abort pulse at 1 Hs. 

The Laser Pulse Chopper Pockell Cell system ii similar to the one described above for 
the SLD experiment, except that now the Pockels Cell is between aligned polarizers and only 
one pulse is produced. The TOpbat Pulse Shaper (TOPS) system shapes the dye laser pube 
into a 1.2 ps long flattop pulse. A Cist feedback system determines a correction voltage to 
the TOPS Packets Cell such that a photodiode signal following the TOPS lystera matches a 
reference waveform. 

Following TOPS is the BIC system which serves the same purpose as for the SLD exper
iment, which is to regulate the laser light on the photoeathode and henee the intensity of the 
long pulse electron beam. Following the BIC system, the short endlong User pulses are com
bined end sent to the CPS system, which is identical to that used for SLD. From the CPS on, 
the FLS &r Elti and SLD are identical. 

The PLS efficiency for E142 is similar to its efficiency for SLD, with typically 4 hours 
of scheduled maintenance every 10 days for dye and lamp changes. The PLS delivers about 
£0 ft) in a 1.2 us pulse to the photocathode with 99% circular polarisation. Heticity dependent 
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Figure 3. The YAG-TI Later. 

intensity asymmetries as large «a L5-10* 4 bane been measured during £142 running. Thia 
helidty aajnumetiy ia bdieved to arise from two effects residual linear polarisation in the laser 
beam eoopled with a. email transmttiion asymmetry m the laser transport optics from the CPS 
to the photocathode, and ateeringof the laser beam by the CPS Poeielt Cell due to miialign* 
ment of the laser beam with respect to the Pockela Cell 1 For EW2, an AlGaAs photoeatbode 
waa used. It bad a. typical quantum efficiency of 0.BS6 and produced 3.5-1011 eleetrona in a 
1.3 us pake. The election beam polarization was 40%. 

4. The PL5 far Future SLPRnnnipg 

The SX1> experiment ha* an ft-month nm beginning in January 1993. Current plana for 
the polarited source are to begin thii ran with a, thin epitaxUIIy grown GaAa cathode (0.3 fim 
active layer). The PLS will operate at 769 urn, and thii ii expected to give an electron beam 
polarization oT499E. Later in the run, or perhaps for the 1994 run, it is hoped that we can 
•witch to • attained lattice GaAa photocathode, which will be operated at £30nm to give an 
expected electron beam polarisation of 60%. 

A new PI£ laser it beug installed mJarraary for the 19!)3 run. It has significantly higher 
power than the existing dye laser, and it has the capibOity to operate in the wavelength range 
from 750-900 nm. The laser consists of a Tiatpphire laser cavity, which is end-pumped by a 
frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser as shown in Fig. $? The Tiaapphire cavity is Q-switched 
and cavity-damped by appropriate pulsing of the cavity Fockela Cell to produce a 3J>na output 
pulse. To edieve the 2 bimch. time structure at 120 Hs seeded for SLD. 2 Tusapphire cavities 
ore used. Each cavity runs at 120 Ha and their output pulses are separated in time by 60m. 
The new laser system uses two 60 Hi Nd:YAG lasers, which are frequency doubled to operate 
at 932am. Their output beams are combined and then split to produce two 120 Ht beam* for 
pumping the Tisapphire cavities. 
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We hive gained a lot of operating experience with tbia YAG-TI beer ova the lut 
IS months. It ia currently tunning !a 2-bunch mode at 130 fia at • wavelength of 785 nm. 
The energy pec bunch, b about 400 pi with baa than 8% xmsftterv The excess pubs energy 
available will be wed to saturate the cathode and cedar* the nna intensity^tter in the electron 
beam to the 1% level. In addition to having more powez and a longer wavelength capability 
than the dye laser, tbii later !a abo expected to require leaa maintenance. We anticipate a 
scheduled four hour downtime every 8 weeks for replacing flasHamps in the Nd:YAG laaers. 
5. The FLS for Stature E142 Bminmg 

Future fixed target experiments at SI-AC will require an electron beam with BOK polar
isation at intensities of np to SO mA from the photocethode (*ee Table 1). To achieve this, we 
expect to use a strained lattice GaAe photocatbode operating at 830 nm. The laser system we 
an developing fix thb uses a flashlamp-fjumped TLsapphire laser to replace the existing dye 
User. Thb laser system b very similar to She exuding dye laser system, and we plan to reuse 
much of the exbting laser support hardware (flow systems, power supply controls, modulator). 

In a teat lab, we have been operating a prototype Fbsb-Tl system. Tins system b cpera-
tional at 130 Hi and gives an output pulse 15 p* long, from which we can slice a 2fa pulse using 
the TOPS Poekeb Cell system. Runmnge£765Dm,thbgtves8niJinthe2pspi]]se. The laser 
was run in thb mode for 100 mQlion pulses, demonatraiingtliBt the expected xnuutenance time 
interval for Sunlamp changes b about every 2 weeks. Recently, the laser has been tuned to 
850 am. We are also Q-switehing the laser cavity to produce higher peak power pulses of about 
100ns duration. We are evaluating this configuration for possible use of the User for 5LD. 
6. Conclusions 

We have described the Polarized Light Source used fox producing * polarised electron 
beam at St AC. PLS operation far the 1992 SLD and EMS experiments was very successful, 
having an uptime efficiency of 85% averaged over 7 months of running. A new YAG-TI laser 
b being inslalled to replace the exbting dye laser for the 1993 SLD run. This, together with 
new GaAe photocethodea, b expected to give dose to 50% polarisation lex the electron beam 
early In the "83 run, and hopefully SOX pdwriietinn later in the "M run or for the "94 run. 
For fixed target experiments at SLAC requiring electron beam penalisations of 80%, we have 
developed a flaahlunp-pumped TSaapphke laser. Thb laser b abo being evaluated for short 
pulse operation for SLD. 

7. ficftWBWff 
1. These effects are described in detail in G. Cetes et. al., Nud. Inst. Methods in Phys. Res. 

A278, 293 (1989). This article points out that the transmission asymmetry in the op
tics transport line can be minimired by using pairs of phase compensating mirrors, such 
as b done in the SLAC PLS Mirror Box. ?.ite article abo points out that steering ef
fects from the helicity Fockeb Cell can be rnminuzedby 1:1 imaging of the User beam 
from the helicity Pockeh Cell to the cathode. Thb b approximately aceomplbhed in 
our setup with the 6m imaging leas between the CPS and photoeaihode. 

2. For a more detailed description of this laser, see Erisch et al., SLAC-PUB-595D (1992). 
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DISCLAIMER 

Tikis report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United Stales 
Government. Neither the United Slates Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for tbe accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by tbe United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 


